ABSTRACT Underwater acoustic sensor networks (UASNs) play an important role in the ocean's protection. They can realize real-time data collection, monitoring, exploration, and many other underwater applications by connecting and coordinating seafloor sensors and underwater vehicles. To achieve these application objectives, such as fishes tracking in biological monitoring field and submarines tracking in military field, target tracking is one of the key techniques. This paper presents a centralized fusion algorithm based on the interacting multiple models and the adaptive Kalman filter (IMMCFAKF) for target tracking in UASNs. Specifically, by introducing an adaptive forgetting factor into the optimal centralized fusion Kalman filter algorithm, the optimal centralized fusion adaptive Kalman filter (CFAKF) algorithm is obtained first. Then, combining the superiorities of both the optimal CFAKF algorithm and the conventional IMM algorithm, the optimal IMMCFAKF is achieved. The numerical simulations are provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed optimal IMMCFAKF algorithm.
Whether in the military field for their own or enemy target tracking, or in the marine resources exploration and so on, underwater target tracking technology is needed as an assistant to achieve the objectives.
In the UASNs environment, target tracking task is achieved in multi-sensor system. In a multi-sensor tracking system, fusion can be used to combine sensory information to improve the tracking performance [28] . Multiple sensor fusion is widely used as a method of extracting useful information by observations obtained from multiple sensors. The information can then be applied to practical situations, such as target tracking in WSNs [29] , [30] .
As one of the most cost-effective approach for multiple model estimation and fusion multiple model tracking, the interacting multiple model (IMM) was firstly introduced in [31] , it stems from a special input mixing step introduced at the beginning of each elemental filter in each cycle. It is this effective input mixing process that leads to an improvement in performance while without significantly increasing the computational requirement [32] , [33] . After years of development, the IMM technique has been widely used in many systems [34] [35] [36] [37] . Lang et al. [38] developed a distributed multirate IMM fusion algorithm, where out-of-sequence measurements were considered. Using IMM design, the novel αβ and αβγ filters were proposed to track a single maneuver target [39] . An extended Kalman-based IMM smoother was proposed for mobile location estimation with the data fusion of the time of arrival (TOA) and the received signal strength (RSS) measurements in a rough wireless environment [40] . To improve the performance IMM Kalman filter in maneuvering target tracking, an Elman neural network is applied to learn and predict the estimation errors of IMM Kalman filter [41] .
A standard IMM was carried out at each platform based on its own independent mode set [42] . The combined tracks at local platforms were transmitted to the fusion center and further fused there with a constructed global model [43] . There are basically two fusion architectures: centralized [44] , [45] and distributed [46] [47] [48] . For the distributed fusion, which is also called as the state-vector or track fusion, a group of local Kalman filters are used in parallel to obtain individual sensor-based estimates and the distributed fusion formulae are then applied to yield an improved joint estimate. Hong [49] proposed an algorithm for multi-resolutional distributed filtering with the wavelet transform as a linking mechanism between different resolution sensor domains. Reference [50] addressed a distributed estimation fusion problem with nonlinear multiple dynamic models under asynchronous multi-rate multi-sensor conditions. The distributed fusion algorithm is then applied to multiple nonlinear models using an IMM approach. To carry out distributed fusion within the multiple model framework, novel equivalent platform and global models are constructed using the best fitting Gaussian approximation approach so that the developed distributed fusion formulae can be applied directly in the fusion center in [51] .
The major advantages of the distributed fusion are reduced computational burden of central processing unit and lower communication loading along with parallel implementation. However, the distributed architecture is not theoretically optimal. Centralized fusion, which is also called measurement fusion in target tracking, uses all local raw measurements sent to a central processor. The processor categorizes all the available information and updates the estimates using these measurements. So, it can be widely used in many applications. Hu et al. [52] proposed a novel fusion algorithm that could be applied to general asynchronous multi-rate sensors. They derived a centralized fusion algorithm using an optimal batch asynchronous fusion algorithm [53] and extended it to a distributed fusion algorithm. The algorithms they developed do not require any constraints on the number, sampling rates, or initial sampling time instants of the sensors.
In this paper, a novel centralized fusion algorithm, named IMMCFAKF, which based on interacting multiple model and adaptive Kalman filter, is proposed for underwater target tracking. Firstly, the optimal centralized fusion adaptive Kalman filter (CFAKF) algorithm is obtained by introducing an adaptive forgetting factor into the optimal centralized fusion Kalman filter (CFKF). Then, optimal IMMCFAKF algorithm is proposed by combining the superiorities of both the optimal CFAKF algorithm and the conventional IMM algorithm. Finally, the numerical simulations are provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed optimal IMMCFAKF algorithm.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sections II presents the formulation of the problem. In Section III, the optimal IMMCFAKF algorithm is derived. The simulation and experiment results are presented in Section IV and concluding remarks are given in Section V.
II. MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENTS
A target is set to move in a two-dimensional plane. Its state X (k) is composed of position, velocity, and acceleration, namely,
Consider the following discrete-time linear motion model and observation model (assumed in the sampling time kT ) with N sensors to observe the same object in the Cartesian coordinate system:
where x k ∈ R n is the state vector, T is the sampling period,
are correlated zero-mean Gaussian white noises, which satisfy
where Q k ≥ 0 and R i,k > 0 are process and measurement noise covariances, respectively, and δ kj is the Kronecker function
Assumption 1: The initial state x(0) is independent of w k and v i,k (i = 1, 2, · · · , N ), and
The objective of this paper is to generate the optimal estimation of state x(k) by an optimal IMMCFAKF algorithm based on the above description.
There are three kinds of motion models of a target in a twodimensional plane described as follows: 1) CV Model: Approximate constant velocity model The acceleration of the CV model is regarded as a stochastic perturbation (state noise). Then, the state transition matrix and the disturbance transition matrix and the measurement matrix are given as follows: 
2) CT Model: Constant turning model Here, only consider the Constant acceleration (CA) model with known angular velocity. Then, the state transition matrix and the disturbance transition matrix and the measurement matrix are given as follows:
3) CA Model: Constant acceleration model The acceleration of the CA model is a constant value. Then, the state transition matrix and the disturbance transition matrix and the measurement matrix are given as follows:
Remark 1:
In CV, CT and CA models,
III. OPTIMAL IMMCFAKF
In general, in the centralized fusion algorithm, let
Then, the pseudo measurement equation of the fusion center received all sensor measurements can be expressed as:
According to (2) and (3), it follows that
A. OPTIMAL CFKF Next, we first consider ∀ i = 1, 2, · · · , N , namely, when all the measurements are reliable, a recursive optimal centralized fusion algorithm is given. z(k) can be written as
For system (1), the optimal CFKF algorithm can be given by: (17) where the upper or lower index c represents the centralized fusion, P c xw
is the filter error covariance matrix between the state and the process noise, and
is the filter error covariance matrix between the process noises.X c ( k| k − 1) and P c ( k| k − 1) are the one-step prediction state estimate and the one-step prediction error covariance of optimal CFKF algorithm, respectively. K c (k), and K c w (k) are the Kalman gain and the process noise gain of optimal CFKF algorithm at time k, respectively.ŵ c (k|k),X c (k|k) and P c (k|k) are the process noise estimate, the state estimate and the estimate error covariance of optimal CFKF algorithm at time k, respectively. The process derivation of optimal CFKF algorithm is presented in APPENDIX.
B. OPTIMAL CFAKF
In most cases, the model is mismatched from the true model in case of parameter uncertainty or great noises, which results in biased state estimations and generated large state estimation errors using optimal CFKF algorithm. For example, if the exact dynamic model is known, the innovation covariance is equal to (k) = C(k)P c (k|k − 1)C T (k) + R(k). However, in the presence of uncertainties or great noises, the innovation covariance will be increased. The increased innovation covariance can be estimated as [54] (
where η k = z k −ẑ k is the innovation, and 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 is a weighting factor which determines the weights given to a priori data or current data. (k) is also called estimated innovation covariance. The relationship between (k) and (k) can be expressed as (k) = τ k (k), where τ k is a scalar variable which can be estimated by
or
where tr denotes the trace operation of a matrix.
In case of uncertainties or biases in dynamic model, the predicted error covariance P c (k|k − 1) will be increased. So we use a larger error covariance P c (k|k −1) to compensate the effect of biased dynamic models, which can be expressed as
Here λ k ≥ 1 is called an adaptive forgetting factor [55] .
The relationship between (k) and P c (k|k − 1) now is extended to optimal CFKF algorithm:
Following is the development of optimal CFAKF algorithm. when λ k is a scalar, it can be easily solved: (23) According to optimal CFKF algorithm described above and equations (18)- (23), optimal CFAKF algorithm can be implemented as follows:
Step 1: Compute the one-step prediction state estimate and the one-step prediction error covariance.
Step 2: Compute the modified one-step prediction error covariance and the innovation covariance of optimal CFAKF algorithm.
Step 3: Compute the Kalman gain and the process noise gain of optimal CFAKF algorithm.
Step 4: Compute the update values of the process noise, state and error covariance.
Remark 2: The proposed optimal CFAKF algorithm has similar operations with optimal CFKF algorithm. The only VOLUME 7, 2019 difference is that τ k and λ k are added. And the addition will slightly increase the computation costs. Therefore, the proposed optimal CFAKF algorithm can be used for complex dynamic systems with uncertainties or great noises without posing excessive computation load.
C. OPTIMAL IMMCFAKF ALGORITHM
First, suppose that there are r models:
where w j (k) is zero-mean Gaussian white noise of the jth model, and Q j (k) is the process noise covariance of the jth model. A Markov chain is used to control the transition between these models, and the transition probability matrix of the Markov chain is given by:
Then, the pseudo measurement equation for the jth model can be expressed as:
where v(k) is zero-mean Gaussian white noise for the jth model, and R(k) is the pseudo measurement noise covariance for the jth model. According to general interacting multiple model (IMM) algorithm [32] and optimal CFAKF algorithm, the optimal IMMCFAKF algorithm is given as follows:
Step 1: Input interacting for model j. The transition probability from model i to model j: p ij . The probability of model j at time k − 1:
The prediction probability of model j:
The mixture probability from model i to model j:
The hybrid error covariance of model j:
Step 2: Optimal centralized fusion adaptive Kalman filtering for model j with inputsX 0j (k − 1/k − 1), P 0j (k − 1/k − 1) and z(k).
Compute the one-step prediction state estimation and the one-step prediction error covariance.
where
Compute the modified one-step prediction error covariance and the innovation covariance.
and
Compute the Kalman gain and the process noise gain.
Compute the update values of the process noise, state and error covariance.
Step 3: Model probability updation.
The likelihood function of model j:
where c is a normalization constant, and c = r j=1 j (k)c j .
Step 4: Output interacting. The total state estimation:
The total estimation error covariance:
IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT
In this section, we use a numerical simulation and an experiment to demonstrate the performance and effectiveness of our proposed algorithm. In our proposed optimal IMMCFAKF algorithm, we use a model sets, including CV, CT and CA models. The transition probability matrix of the Markov chain is given by: The number of Monte Carlo simulation is 100. The true trajectory of the target motion is shown in Fig. 1 . And  Fig. 1 depicts the results of the optimal IMMCFAKF and CV, CT, CA model Kalman filters (KFs). From Fig. 1 , it can be seen that 1) the result of CT model KF and the real value has a large deviation, 2) the results of CV and VA model KFs and the real value has a certain degree of deviation in turning a corner, and 3) the result of the optimal IMMCFAKF algorithm can better track the target. It is the best in the tracking effect of four kinds of filters.
The root mean square errors (RMSEs) of positions in X-direction and Y-direction of the optimal IMMCFAKF and three kind of model KFs are depicted in Fig. 2 . Meanwhile, the model probability of three kind of model KFs are shown in Fig. 3 .
From Fig. 2 , we can see that RMSEs of positions in X-direction and Y-direction of the optimal IMMCFAKF is smaller than that of other three kind of model KFs as a whole. Meanwhile, it can be seen from Fig. 3 that the model probability of CA model tends to zero, and the model probability of CT model is greater than that of CV model in the stage of CT motion. At this stage the optimal IMMCFAKF depends on CT model. However, CV model play a major role at other stage, which is consistent with our experience. The optimal IMMCFAKF algorithm is used to complete maneuvering target tracking by automatically adjusting the model probability of each model. Compared with the single model KF, the optimal IMMCFAKF algorithm has a better tracking accuracy.
Next, the influence of different Markov transition probability matrix on the tracking results are discussed.
(1) The transition probability matrix of the Markov chain is given by: Fig. 4 that all the model probability change trend is not big, but the model probability of CV and CT models have very slight differences and are greater VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 4. The model probability of three kind of model KFs when the Markov transition probability matrix is P 2 .
FIGURE 5.
Positions in X-direction and Y-direction of the optimal IMMCFAKF and three kind of model KFs when the Markov transition probability matrix is P 2 .
than that of CA model. Compared with the single model KF in Fig. 5 , the optimal IMMCFAKF algorithm has a better tracking accuracy in the part about x ≤ 5300m of the whole stage. However, its tracking accuracy is lower than that of CV model KF in the rest of the whole stage, and lower than that of the optimal IMMCFAKF when the Markov transition probability matrix is P 1 .
(2) The transition probability matrix of the Markov chain is given by: 6 shows that the model probability of CV and CT models are almost coincident, and the model probability of CA model tends to zero. From Fig. 7 , we can see that the tracking accuracy of the optimal IMMCFAKF algorithm is lower than that of CV model KF in the bulk of the whole stage, and lower than that of the optimal IMMCFAKF when the Markov transition probability matrix is P 1 or P 2 .
FIGURE 6. The model probability of three kind of model KFs when the Markov transition probability matrix is P 3 .
FIGURE 7.
Positions in X-direction and Y-direction of the optimal IMMCFAKF and three kind of model KFs when the Markov transition probability matrix is P 3 .
(3) The transition probability matrix of the Markov chain is given by: Fig. 8 that the model probability of CV and CA models are completely coincident, and the model probability of CA model tends to zero. The model probability of CT model is greater than that of CV and CA models in the stage of CT motion. At this stage the optimal IMMCFAKF depends on CT model. However, CV and CA models play a major role at other stage. Fig. 9 shows that the tracking accuracy of the optimal IMMCFAKF algorithm is better than that of CV, CT, CA model KFs, and roughly equivalent to that of the optimal IMMCFAKF when the Markov transition probability matrix is P 1 .
In summary, the greater the sum of the diagonal or anti diagonal elements of the Markov transition probability matrix, the higher the tracking accuracy of the optimal IMMCFAKF. On the contrary, the lower the tracking accuracy of that. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an optimal IMMCFAKF algorithm has been proposed for tracking the moving targets in UASNs. Firstly, the optimal CFAKF algorithm is presented, which introduce an adaptive forgetting factor into the optimal CFKF algorithm. Secondly, the optimal IMMCFAKF algorithm is proposed based on the optimal CFAKF algorithm. The proposed optimal IMMCFAKF algorithm possesses the advantages of both the optimal CFAKF algorithm and the conventional IMM algorithm. Finally, simulation results and experiment results have been summarized as follows: 1) the tracking accuracy of the optimal IMMCFAKF is the best in the tracking effect of four kind of filters, and the relationship of different Markov transition probability matrix and the tracking accuracy of the optimal IMMCFAKF is verified and given. The proposed algorithm can be used in many ocean monitoring and exploration applications. In future work, we will focus on noise correlation and distributed fusion in IMM algorithm for target tracking in UASNs.
where,
Then, we have
Substituting (48) into P c (k|k), where P c (k|k) = E{X c (k|k)X T c (k|k)}, we have the error covariance matrix for the state
Then, substituting (49) into P c (k|k − 1), where P c (k|k − 1) = E{X c (k|k −1)X T c (k|k −1)}, we have the prediction error covariance matrix
and 
